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A Population History of the United States Jun 30 2022 Publisher
Description
Cuba Apr 04 2020
The State and the Stork Apr 16 2021 “A powerful model of how to
understand the complex array of issues that will shape the political
economy of population in the future.”—American Historical Review
From the founders’ fears that crowded cities would produce
corruption, luxury, and vice to the zero population growth movement
of the late 1960s to today’s widespread fears of an aging crisis as the
Baby Boomers retire, the American population debate has always
concerned much more than racial composition or resource exhaustion,
the aspects of the debate usually emphasized by historians. In The
State and the Stork, Derek Hoff draws on his extraordinary knowledge
of the intersections between population and economic debates
throughout American history to explain the many surprising ways that
population anxieties have provoked unexpected policies and political
developments—including the recent conservative revival. At once a
fascinating history and a revelatory look at the deep origins of a
crucial national conversation, The State and the Stork could not be
timelier. “Hoff has done a real service by bringing to the foreground
the economic dimension of U.S. debates over population size and
growth, a topic that has been relegated to the shadows for too
long.”—Population and Development Review “After decades of failed
efforts by the scientific community to alert the public to the
environmental dangers of population growth and overpopulation, a
first-rate historian has finally detailed both the arguments and their
policy implications . . . Everyone interested in population should read
The State and the Stork. This is an incredibly timely book.”—Paul R.

Ehrlich, author of The Population Bomb
Population Growth Dec 25 2021 The population of the modern world
continues to grow at a rate unprecedented in human history. How are
we to explain this massive increase in the number of living people?
What is its consequence, now and for the future? How have
populations changed in size and structure since the advent of
industrial technology? Can we predict the population trends in
developing countries? These and many other significant questions are
dealt with in a persuasive yet accessible manner in Ronald Freedman's
pivotal "Population Growth".Modern population trends are unique in
historical perspective; describing them as part of a "vital revolution" is
not an exaggeration. The more popular term "population explosion" is
less accurate because it refers to only one aspect of the current
situation - the unprecedented growth rates. In the last two centuries
other important trends have developed, also without precedent in all
of the previous millennia of human history. While the size of
population growth is very important in itself, the essays in this volume
demonstrate that many other aspects of structure and change in
populations are equally important.In readable, non-technical language,
these collected essays analyze the most important modern trends in
world population. The essays include comprehensive discussions of
population theory, analyses of population trends, and prospects in the
United States and surveys of population trends in other major areas of
the world. As a survey of current population problems, this book will
be a library staple for those involved in international development
programs, sociologists, family planning workers, and everyone
concerned with the contemporary vital revolution in population.
Essays in Population History Aug 21 2021
A Short History of Mathematical Population Dynamics Feb 24
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2022 As Eugene Wigner stressed, mathematics has proven
unreasonably effective in the physical sciences and their technological
applications. The role of mathematics in the biological, medical and
social sciences has been much more modest but has recently grown
thanks to the simulation capacity offered by modern computers. This
book traces the history of population dynamics---a theoretical subject
closely connected to genetics, ecology, epidemiology and demography--where mathematics has brought significant insights. It presents an
overview of the genesis of several important themes: exponential
growth, from Euler and Malthus to the Chinese one-child policy; the
development of stochastic models, from Mendel's laws and the
question of extinction of family names to percolation theory for the
spread of epidemics, and chaotic populations, where determinism and
randomness intertwine. The reader of this book will see, from a
different perspective, the problems that scientists face when
governments ask for reliable predictions to help control epidemics
(AIDS, SARS, swine flu), manage renewable resources (fishing quotas,
spread of genetically modified organisms) or anticipate demographic
evolutions such as aging.
Problem of Great Importance Aug 09 2020 This volume examines
the significant role population science played in British colonial policy
in the twentieth century as the imperial state attempted to control
colonial populations using new agricultural and public health policies,
private family planning initiatives, and by imposing limits over
migration and settlement. A Problem of Great Importance traces
British imperial efforts to engage metropolitan activists who could
improve its knowledge of colonial demography and design programs to
influence colonial population trends. While imperial population control
failed to achieve its goals, British institutions and experts would be
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central to the development of postcolonial population programs.
Researchers, scholars, and historians of British history will gain
greater perspective into the effects of demography on imperial
governance and colonial and postcolonial British views of their place in
the world.
The End of World Population Growth in the 21st Century Sep 09
2020 The 20th century was the century of explosive population
growth, resulting in unprecedented impacts; in contrast, the 21st
century is likely to see the end of world population growth and become
the century of population aging. We are currently at the crossroads of
these demographic regimes. This book presents fresh evidence about
our demographic future and provides a new framework for
understanding the underlying unity in this diversity. It is an invaluable
resource for those concerned with the implications of population
change in the 21st century. The End of World Population Growth in the
21st Century is the first volume in a new series on Population and
Sustainable Development. The series provides fresh ways of thinking
about population trends and impacts.
Eastern Asian Population History and Contemporary Population
Issues Dec 01 2019 This book interprets and explains contemporary
population issues from historical and cultural perspectives. These
include lowest-low fertility in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, early
population aging in China relative to the developmental level, and
various modes of domestic and international migration in the region.
The book shows that divergent fertility decline can be attributed to the
family patterns established in the pre-modern era in each country. It
also examines the diversity of international migration in Eastern Asian
countries today is also understood from the long-term historical view.
A Population History of North America Sep 02 2022 Professors
Haines and Steckel bring together leading scholars to present an
expansive population history of North America from pre-Columbian
times to the present. Covering the populations of Canada, the United
States, Mexico, and the Caribbean, including two essays on the
Amerindian population, this volume takes advantage of considerable
recent progress in demographic history to offer timely, knowlegeable
information in a non-technical format. A statistical appendix
summarizes basic demographic measures over time for the United
States, Canada, and Mexico.
Demography And Empire Jul 28 2019
Latin American Population History Newsletter Aug 28 2019
Human Population Genetics and Genomics Jun 06 2020 Human
Population Genetics and Genomics provides researchers/students with
knowledge on population genetics and relevant statistical approaches
to help them become more effective users of modern genetic, genomic
and statistical tools. In-depth chapters offer thorough discussions of
systems of mating, genetic drift, gene flow and subdivided populations,
human population history, genotype and phenotype, detecting
selection, units and targets of natural selection, adaptation to
temporally and spatially variable environments, selection in agestructured populations, and genomics and society. As human genetics
and genomics research often employs tools and approaches derived

from population genetics, this book helps users understand the basic
principles of these tools. In addition, studies often employ statistical
approaches and analysis, so an understanding of basic statistical
theory is also needed. Comprehensively explains the use of population
genetics and genomics in medical applications and research Discusses
the relevance of population genetics and genomics to major social
issues, including race and the dangers of modern eugenics proposals
Provides an overview of how population genetics and genomics helps
us understand where we came from as a species and how we evolved
into who we are now
Atlas of World Population History May 18 2021 Presents a systematic
survey of population growth and fluctuation in all parts of the world
from prehistoric times to the twenty-first century
A Concise History of World Population May 30 2022 The latest edition
of this classic text has been updated to reflect current trends and
implications for future demographic developments. The areas of
Africa, international migration and population and environment have
been strengthened and statistical information has been updated
throughout. A new edition of this classic history of demography text,
which has been updated to strengthen the major subject areas of
Africa, international migration and population and the environment
Includes the latest statistical information, including the 2015 UN
population projections revision and developments in China's
population policy Information is presented in a clear and simple form,
with academic material presented accessibly for the undergraduate
audience whilst still maintaining the interest of higher level students
and scholars The text covers issues that are crucial to the future of
every species by encouraging humanity's search for ways to prevent
future demographic catastrophes brought about by environmental or
human agency Analyses the changing patterns of world population
growth, including the effects of migration, war, disease, technology
and culture
Population and Nutrition Feb 12 2021 In this essay, the
mechanisms of biological, social and cultural nature linking
subsistence, mortality and population are discussed.
Population History in New York City Nov 23 2021
Peasants, Citizens and Soldiers Jun 26 2019 Recent years have
witnessed an intense debate concerning the size of the population of
Roman Italy. This book argues that the combined literary, epigraphic
and archaeological evidence supports the theory that early-imperial
Italy had about six million inhabitants. At the same time the traditional
view that the last century of the Republic witnessed a decline in the
free Italian population is shown to be untenable. The main foci of its
six chapters are: military participation rates; demographic recovery
after the Second Punic War; the spread of slavery and the background
to the Gracchan land reforms; the fast expansion of Italian towns after
the Social War; emigration from Italy; and the fate of the Italian
population during the first 150 years of the Principate.
POPULATION AND HISTORY Mar 28 2022
Becoming British Columbia Oct 11 2020 Becoming British Columbia is
the first comprehensive, demographic history of British Columbia.
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Investigating critical moments in the demographic record and linking
demographic patterns to larger social and political questions, it shows
how biology, politics, and history conspired with sex, death, and
migration to create a particular kind of society. John Belshaw
overturns the widespread tendency to associate population growth
with progress. He reveals that the province has a long tradition of
thinking and acting vigorously in ways meant to control and shape
biological communities of humans, and suggests that imperialism,
race, class, and gender have historically situated population issues at
the centre of public consciousness in British Columbia.
Population and Disease Nov 11 2020 This book challenges a number
of leading ideas in demography, epidemiology, economic history and
historical sociology. The topics discussed include life table models,
demographic transition theory, cohort patterns of mortality, and the
relationship between height, status stress, poverty and mortality. The
data presented indicates that demography is a key discipline for
understanding English society in the period 1550-1850, with
population growth playing a central role in the development of
capitalism and the transformation of economic and social life.
The Population of Modern China Jan 26 2022 Student~ interested in
world populations and demography inevitably need to know China. As
the most populous country of the world, China occupies a unique
position in the world population system. How its population is shaped
by the intricate interplays among factors such as its political ideology
and institutions, economic reality, government policies, sociocultural
traditions, and ethnic divergence represents at once a fascinating and
challenging arena for investigatIon and analysis. Yet, for much of the
20th century, while population studies have developed into a mature
science, precise information and sophisticated analysis about the
Chinese population had largely remained either lacking or
inaccessible, first because of the absence of systematic databases due
to almost uninterrupted strife and wars, and later because the society
was closed to the outside observers for about three decades since
1949. Since the end of the Cultural Revolution, things have
dramatically changed. China has embarked on an ambitious reform
program where modernization became the utmost goal of societal
mobilization. China could no longer afford to rely on imprecise census
or survey information for population-related studies and policy
planning, nor to remaining closed to the outside world. Both the
gathering of more precise information and access to such information
have dramatically increased in the 1980s. Systematic observations,
analyses and reporting about the Chinese population have surfaced in
the population literature around the globe.
Population in History Nov 04 2022 This large-scale comparative
endeavor, complete in two volumes, reflects increasing concern with
the population factor in economic and social change worldwide.
Demographers, on their side, have been focusing on history. In
response to this, Population in History represents the work of two
practitioners that have begun to work together, using their combined
approaches in an attempt to assess and account for population growth
experienced by the West since the seventeenth century. There is a
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long record of interest in the history of population. But the interest
now displayed is likely to be both more persistent and far more fruitful
in its consequences. New studies have been initiated in many
countries. And because the studies are more informed and systematic
than many of those of earlier periods, they are already provoking the
further spread of research. A much more positive part is now also
being played by national and international associations of historians
and demographers. It is not unlikely that, within the next fifteen or
twenty years, the main outlines of population change in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries will be firmly established for
much of Europe. Previous research has tended to appear in specialist
journals and academic publications. This volume is intended to provide
a more easily accessible publication. It has been thought appropriate
to include some earlier work, both because of its intrinsic interest and
because it provided the background and part of the stimulus to the
later research. Of the twenty-seven contributions to this outstanding
volume, seven are unabridged reprints of earlier work; the remaining
contributions are either entirely new or represent substantial revisions
of work published elsewhere.
A History of Population Health Apr 28 2022 "In A History of
Population Health Johan P. Mackenbach offers a broad-sweeping study
of the spectacular changes in people's health in Europe since the early
18th century. Most of the 40 specific diseases covered in this book
show a fascinating pattern of 'rise-and-fall', with large differences in
timing between countries. Using a unique collection of historical data
and bringing together insights from demography, economics,
sociology, political science, medicine, epidemiology and general
history, it shows that these changes and variations did not occur
spontaneously, but were mostly man-made. Throughout European
history, changes in health and longevity were therefore closely related
to economic, social, and political conditions, with public health and
medical care both making important contributions to population health
improvement"-English Population History from Family Reconstitution 1580-1837 Oct
03 2022 This book uses data from 26 Anglican to provide information
about fertility, morality and nuptiality in the past.
Twentieth Century Population Thinking Dec 13 2020 This reader
on the history of demography and historical perspectives on
"population" in the twentieth century features a unique collection of
primary sources from around the globe, written by scholars,
politicians, journalists, and activists. Many of the sources are available
in English for the first time. Background information is provided on
each source. Together, the sources mirror the circumstances under
which scientific knowledge about "population" was produced, how
demography evolved as a discipline, and how demographic
developments were interpreted and discussed in different political and
cultural settings. Readers thereby gain insight into the historical
precedents on debates on race, migration, reproduction, natural
resources, development and urbanization, the role of statistics in the
making of the nation state, and family structures and gender roles,
among others. The reader is designed for undergraduate and graduate

students as well as scholars in the fields of demography and
population studies as well as to anyone interested in the history of
science and knowledge.
The Children of Eve Mar 16 2021 The Children of Eve is the first
book to bring togethergeneral material about population and wellbeing in a singlevolume. It presents a world history of demographic
and economicchange that ranges broadly over time and space and
which emphasizesthe commonality of human experience. The first
book to put together material about population andwell-being in a
single volume Emphasizes the formative population history of Europe
and NorthAmerica over the years since the Middle Ages, and
includesdiscussions of Asia and the southern hemisphere The authors
successfully maintain the difficult balance ofaddressing complex issues
in a style that doesn't over-simplify thesubject, whilst upholding an
approach that is accessible to generalreaders and students Designed
to work as both a stand alone text or a supplement totextbooks in any
number of courses
A Population History of the Huron-Petun, A.D. 500-1650 Sep 21 2021
This is the first population history to trace a Native American group
from their origins to their first European contact.
World Population and Human Capital in the Twenty-First Century Sep
29 2019 Condensed into a detailed analysis and a selection of
continent-wide datasets, this revised edition of World Population &
Human Capital in the Twenty-First Century addresses the role of
educational attainment in global population trends and models.
Presenting the full chapter text of the original edition alongside a
concise selection of data, it summarizes past trends in fertility,
mortality, migration, and education, and examines relevant theories to
identify key determining factors. Deriving from a global survey of
hundreds of experts and five expert meetings on as many continents,
World Population & Human Capital in the Twenty-First Century: An
Overview emphasizes alternative trends in human capital, new ways of
studying ageing and the quantification of alternative population, and
education pathways in the context of global sustainable development.
It is an ideal companion to the county specific online Wittgenstein
Centre Data Explorer.
A Concise History of World Population Oct 30 2019 The latest
edition of this classic text has been updated to reflect current trends
and implications for future demographic developments. The areas of
Africa, international migration and population and environment have
been strengthened and statistical information has been updated
throughout. A new edition of this classic history of demography text,
which has been updated to strengthen the major subject areas of
Africa, international migration and population and the environment
Includes the latest statistical information, including the 2015 UN
population projections revision and developments in China's
population policy Information is presented in a clear and simple form,
with academic material presented accessibly for the undergraduate
audience whilst still maintaining the interest of higher level students
and scholars The text covers issues that are crucial to the future of
every species by encouraging humanity's search for ways to prevent
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future demographic catastrophes brought about by environmental or
human agency Analyses the changing patterns of world population
growth, including the effects of migration, war, disease, technology
and culture
Population and Economy Jun 18 2021 With the publication of The
Population History of England in 1981 it has become possible for the
first time to trace in detail the demographic changes that occurred in a
major European country throughout the early modern period and
during the industrial revolution. It is therefore also now possible to
test our understanding of the functioning of early modern economies
in relation to their demographic patterns against the new empirical
data. The discussion of this historical theme, first initiated by Malthus
in the late eighteenth century, can now be taken a substantial step
further. All of the essays published here take advantage of this new
possibility, either by using the English data themselves, or by
reflecting on the implications of a comparison between English
patterns and those found elsewhere. The essays contribute not only to
a richer understanding of the relationships in the past between
population and economy, but also to a fuller appreciation of the
circumstances that limited economic growth in pre-industrial
economies and with the train of events that led to the escape from
these constraints with the industrial revolution.
Reproducing Families Oct 23 2021 A review of the course of English
population history from 1066 to the 1980s, with a particular focus on
English family forms.
Population Dynamics in Prehistory and Early History Jan 14 2021
Migrations and population dynamics are considered very problematic
topics in the fields of ancient studies. Recent scholarship in
(pre)historical population has generated new impulses by using
scientific approaches using radiogenic and stable isotopes, and
palaeogenetics, as well as computer simulation. As a result, the state
of migration research has undergone rapid change. Several research
groups presented papers at a conference held in Berlin in 2010,
addressing specific historical aspects of population dynamics and
migration, with no chronological or geographical restrictions, in the
light of cutting-edge bio-archaeological research. This volume, divided
into three larger thematic sections (isotope analysis, population
genetics, and modelling and computer simulation), presents
experiences and insights about methodological approaches, research
results and prospects for future research in this area in a varied
collection of papers. Scholars from widely diverse scientific disciplines
present their approaches, findings and interpretations to an audience
far broader than the circles of the individual disciplines.
Global Population Aug 01 2022 Concern about the size of the world’s
population did not begin with the Baby Boomers. Overpopulation as a
conceptual problem originated after World War I and was understood
as an issue with far-reaching ecological, agricultural, economic, and
geopolitical consequences. This study traces the idea of a world
population problem as it developed from the 1920s through the 1950s,
long before the late-1960s notion of a postwar “population bomb.”
Drawing on international conference transcripts, the volume
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reconstructs the twentieth-century discourse on population as an
international issue concerned with migration, colonial expansion,
sovereignty, and globalization. It connects the genealogy of population
discourse to the rise of economically and demographically defined
global regions, the characterization of “civilizations” with different
standards of living, global attitudes toward “development,” and firstand third-world designations.
Conference on Asian Population History Jan 02 2020
Population and History May 06 2020
Essays in Population History, Volume One Jul 08 2020 This title is
part of UC Press's Voices Revived program, which commemorates
University of California Press’s mission to seek out and cultivate the
brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and impact. Drawing on a
backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes high-quality, peerreviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-on-demand
technology. This title was originally published in 1971.
Population in History Feb 01 2020 This large-scale comparative
endeavor, complete in two volumes, reflects increasing concern with
the population factor in economic and social change worldwide.

Demographers, on their side, have been focusing on history. In
response to this, Population in History represents the work of two
practitioners that have begun to work together, using their combined
approaches in an attempt to assess and account for population growth
experienced by the West since the seventeenth century. There is a
long record of interest in the history of population. But the interest
now displayed is likely to be both more persistent and far more fruitful
in its consequences. New studies have been initiated in many
countries. And because the studies are more informed and systematic
than many of those of earlier periods, they are already provoking the
further spread of research. A much more positive part is now also
being played by national and international associations of historians
and demographers. It is not unlikely that, within the next fifteen or
twenty years, the main outlines of population change in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries will be firmly established for
much of Europe. Previous research has tended to appear in specialist
journals and academic publications. This volume is intended to provide
a more easily accessible publication. It has been thought appropriate
to include some earlier work, both because of its intrinsic interest and
because it provided the background and part of the stimulus to the
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later research. Of the twenty-seven contributions to this outstanding
volume, seven are unabridged reprints of earlier work; the remaining
contributions are either entirely new or represent substantial revisions
of work published elsewhere. D. V. Glass was professor of sociology at
the University of London. At the time of his death he was a fellow of
the Royal Society and a fellow of the British Academy as well as a
foreign associate of the National Academy of Arts and Sciences. Most
of his later work and research was focused on demography. D. E. C.
Eversley was reader in social history at the University of Birmingham.
Some of the books he co-authored include Introduction to English
Demography from the Sixteenth to the Nineteenth Century and Social
Theories of Fertility and The Malthusian Debate.
Making Minorities History Mar 04 2020 Twentieth-century Europe
saw many international schemes for the forced resettlement of
national minorities, and Making Minorities History draws a
comprehensive and wide-ranging historical narrative of this population
transfer, examining the thinking that informed the solution for the socalled 'minorities problem'.
The Population History of England, 1541-1871 Jul 20 2021
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